objectively reflecting soil microbial community diversity.
With improvements in DNA extraction and polymerase chain reaction ( PCR) technologies, a number of molecular鄄 based methods, which are more reliable and accurate than the above鄄mentioned methods, have been developed to assess soil microbial diversity. These approaches include DNA reassociation, guanine + cytosine ( G + C ) % content, nucleic acid hybridization technologies such as fluorescent in situ hybridization ( FISH) and DNA microarrays, soil metagenomics based on cloning and library screening of soil genomic DNA, PCR鄄based genetic fingerprinting such as terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism ( T鄄RFLP ) , denaturing / temperature gradient gel electrophoresis ( DGGE / TGGE) , single strand conformation polymorphism ( SSCP ) and two鄄dimensional DNA gel electrophoresis (2鄄DGE) with high resolution.
These molecular鄄based technologies can potentially provide excellent insights into diversity information of the cultivable as well as uncultivable soil microorganisms. Without a doubt, they have opened up novel ways to study soil microbial diversity in detail, and thus enable us to acquire a better understanding of the relationship between function and diversity of soil microorganisms. Genetic fingerprinting especially is a very suitable approach to monitoring changes of soil quality through analyzing temporal and spatial dynamics of microbial diversity.
The culture鄄independent methods do not require the selection of culture media and conditions, and also enable us to obtain more abundant and accurate information of microbial diversity than the culture鄄dependent methods. However, each method has its own limitations. Therefore, when applying these methods to the assessment of soil microbial community, a combination of more than two methods is recommended. This review introduces their principles, advantages and disadvantages, as well as summarizing their application and progress in studying soil microbial diversity. 已经报道了一些呼吸醌和微生物种类的对应关系。 比如,泛醌 Q鄄 8,9,10 分别代表了 Proteobacteria 的 琢鄄,茁鄄, [60] 。 直接法比间接法简便、且能获得更多 DNA [61] , 但是间接法能获 
